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So I set about arranging what I considered to be 
a splendid experience both for seasoned safarists like 
them and the “newbies” as the other two couples 
became known —at least until they had completed 
their first trip of chasing after the Big Five*.

        frica, in the words of Pliney the Elder, is truly 
a continent of golden joys and when it comes to safari 
destinations the possibilities are limitless. My criteria 
for desirable destinations are simple: 

Small upscale camps where the wildlife experience 
not only matches but exceeds the super-comfort and 
excellent food back at the camp; and as few guests 
as possible. Exclusivity is important. No one should 
travel thousands of miles to get caught up in a herd 
of homo sapiens crowding in a few bewildered animals. 

      e spent two nights at the classic Victoria Falls 
Hotel straddling in all its splendor across from the 
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   o where is our next safari going to be?

This question from a member of our group of eight 
over dinner under the starry skies in remote Africa 
reminded me of something Ernest Hemingway wrote:

“All I wanted to do know was get back to Africa. We 
had not left yet, but when I would wake in the night, I 
would lie, listening, homesick for it already.”

I always caution my clients that the worst bug that 
will bite them on their first venture into the African 
interior is the safari bug. You never recover. You will 
become like me and many others, a safari addict.

Most of my clients become repeaters. Jim and Lorna 
who insisted that my wife Ruth and I accompany them 
and four of their friends on the next safari, have been 
on three journeys, including one where they took their 
children and grandchildren along.

Normally I arrange safaris for clients to go by 
themselves, knowing that my associates in Africa will 
take care of their every need from the moment they 
step out at the major African airport until they check in 
for their departure. 

We have come to know Jim and Lorna quite well 
over the years and we had no doubt that friends of 
theirs would be equally great traveling companions. 

Waterhole in front of our luxury tent at
Linkwasha Camp in Hwange NP

*For those who might not have heard or read about the Big Five, these 
are the animals considered by hunters to be the most dangerous—elephant, 
lion, leopard, buffalo and rhino. Facilitators of photographic safaris have 
picked up on this arbitrary classification to lure visitors to their properties.
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The Zambezi River Luncheon Cruise offered 
a sampling of what was to follow on our 
full-blown safari.

R & R at 
Victoria Falls

Victoria Falls Hotel
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magnificent spillage of water across the ravine in 
the Zambezi River. The purpose was basically to 
acclimatize and rest up after the long flight from the 
United States.

A luncheon cruise on the Zambezi River offered a 
leisurely foretaste of what was to follow in the coming 
days on safari. A few elephants on the banks, crocodiles, 
hippos and an abundance of radiant birds could best 
be described as hors d’oeuvres before the feast.

   he next morning we headed south by charter to 
Linkwasha Camp, situated in a private concession in 
Zimbabwe’s Hwange National Park. As we approached 
the landing strip we could spot hundreds of elephants 
ambling along in single file to the few waterholes. 

Over the next three days it became clear that 
apart from Hwange’s estimated elephant population 
of 60,000 there is still ample space for large herds of 
buffalo, giraffe, zebra, kudu and lesser antelope, and 
most everything else that makes for a complete safari 
experience. 

Naturally, with all this potential prey, lions, 
leopards, hyena and cheetah are never far away. There 
are, of course, rare instances where the prey turn on 
the predator.

We, the seasoned safarists, were as impressed as 
the newbies by the manner in which baboons chased 
two cheetahs out of their territory. 

What looked initially like a standoff as the primate 
parents stepped in between the predators and the 
baby baboons, suddenly turned into a blurry mayhem 
as the cheetahs were attacked and forced to flee. They 
retreated in humiliation to a waterhole. It was mission 
not accomplished.

A hasty retreat

Single file towards the water

Regrouping at the waterhole



By the way, if we can believe the experts who seem 
to be able to measure these things, cheetah do not 
have too much to complain about with a kill rate of 58 
percent. Even though they fall short of wild dogs with 
an 85 percent kill rate, they do beat lions by far with 
their paltry 30 percent success rate.

Speaking of wild dogs and lions, we had the 
opportunity at Selinda in Botswana to follow both in 
broad daylight. The wild dogs were all twitter and no 
kill. (Yes, they have twittered long before it became an 
Internet craze). These dogs, we were told,  devoured an 
impala a few hours before we arrived and were merely 
going through the motions.

We did, however, follow six female lions and their 
brood of four cubs for almost two hours as they tried 
to ambush three kudu. As it turned out this pursuit fell 
into the 70 percent non-success bracket as the kudu 
managed to escape.   ransferring from Linkwasha to Selinda in 

Botswana’s Linyanti region, required a flight back to 
Victoria Falls Airport where we had to exit through 
Zimbabwe’s passport control first. Our pilot kindly 
acquiesced to my request to do dip the wings over the 
majestic Falls before we landed. It provided my friends 
and me with ample photo opportunities.

 Next we flew to Kasane to clear Botswana passport 
control before continuing on to Selinda where two 
Land Cruisers awaited to take us on a game drive 
before checking into the camp. 

My partners, Wilderness Safaris, plans transfers 
between camps during midday to ensure that guests 
do not miss out on either morning or afternoon game 
drives. 

After all, that is what it is all about. The softest 
bed and the best food and wine in the world are never 
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Wishful thinking after a failed kudu chase

All twitter but no treat



more than supplementary to what happens out there 
in the animal kingdom.

Selinda is the brainchild of Dereck and Beverly 
Joubert, renowned wildlife filmmakers and National 
Geographic’s big cats experts. The variety of sightings 
up close has always impressed me here and we were 
not disappointed this time around. 

       hat else is there to see?” one of the members 
of our party asked as we boarded our Caravan for the 
flight to Abu Camp towards the southeast. ”We have 
seen most anything there is to see.”

“The next place is different,” I replied, knowing 
that this super luxury camp stands out as a unique 
entity among a number of upscale camps in the 
world’s most famous Garden of Eden, known as the 
Okavango Delta —most of them owned or managed by 
Wilderness Safaris.

 The focus at Abu is on elephants, or to be more 
precise, bonding with these massive pachyderms in 
a very special way. Established a quarter century ago 
on a half million acre concession, Abu has a family of 
“in-house” elephants that graze freely during daytime 
with the wild elephants in the area. 

Offspring are actually fathered by wild bulls in 
musth that mate with these habituated  females when 
they are in estrus.  In the elephant world deadbeat dads 
are the norm. Males are kicked out of the matriach-
run breeding herd when they reach puberty to join 
bachelor groups or go it alone only to visit with the 
females when they are ready to breed. 

The story behind Abu Camp is as fascinating as 
the experience itself. Founder Randall Moore hailed 
from Oregon in the United States. A self-proclaimed 
drifter and draft-dodger his life got in gear when a 
friend introduced him to animal training. This led to 
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The spotted plains of the Mara

his fascination with elephants. He soon proved himself 
to be a natural in handling these animals. 

He brought from the United States to South Africa 
two bulls, Benny and Abu—both Kruger National Park 
orphans that were living confined and constrained 
lives in Texan safari parks—and a Ugandan-born cow, 
Cathy, then in captivity in Canada.

Abu was an accomplished actor. After starring with 
Clint Eastwood in White Hunter Black Heart he featured 
in numerous films, documentaries and television 
commercials, earning the nickname “One-Take Abu” 
for his ability to get it right the first time.  In a South 
African film, Circles in the Forest, Abu saves the life of 
Saul Barnard, who finds himself at odds with other 
culling-obsessed wood-cutters in the Knysna forest.

Moore had planned to stay in Knysna with his 
elephants after the completion of their assignment. 
However, when the local authorities turned him 
down he sought and got permission to settle them in  
Botswana at what became today’s Abu Camp. 

The original Abu died at the age of forty-four but 
his  name was carried on by a playful young bull, Abu 
Jr, born in 2006. To my surprise I learned on our arrival 
that since my previous visit five years ago Abu simply 
left one day to join his wild cousins, never to be seen 
again. The matriarch Cathy, now fifty-six, was still 
there. Having had the privilege to go on rides with her 
before and now again together with my wife I can fully 
understand why they refer to her as “the limousine.” 
Very comfortable and smooth riding. 

While you are cruising along you can actually 
feel the vibration underneath you as she answers 
calls from elephants the wild. Chris, our mahout or 
elephant handler, reminded us that what had most 
likely preceded this “conversation” would have been 
another inaudible to our human ears. The experts 
claim that discoveries have showed elephants can 
communicate over long distances by producing a sub-

On the final day at Abu we brought out the straw hats 
provided in our tented suites for a group picture during 
lunch.
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sonic rumble that can travel for miles over the ground 
faster than sound through air. Other elephants receive 
the messages through the sensitive skin on their feet 
and trunks.

We were told that Microsoft cofounder billionaire 
Paul Allen, who acquired Abu a few years ago as 
part of his worldwide conservation drive, frequently 
spends time here. I am sure anyone who can afford 
the rather steep rates on a regular basis would do the 
same. (Abu is among the top few most expensive safari 
camps in Africa).   

    

         n the final day over lunch, before we went to 
the airstrip to board our charter for Maun airport and 
the onward journey to the States, someone popped the 
question:

“So what was your favorite camp on this trip?”

“They are all so different that you cannot really 
compare one with the other,” someone else observed 
“I like them all.”

This is what I as a seasoned safari consultant like 
me wants to hear from each and everyone after their 
trip.

Every safari should be tailored to the needs of the 
client.  No single camp should be a replica of the other 
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on the itinerary. This, of course, can only be done if the 
consultant knows the properties intimately instead of 
picking them out of a brochure or online.

That is why I travel to Africa regularly to spend 
time on the ground, assessing the worth not only of the 
accommodations, but most importantly, the quality of 
the wildlife experience.

       ormally I send couples and families on trips 
of their own. Never would I risk grouping randomly 
picked clients together on a journey.  But, as our recent 
journey proved, going into the wild with friends and 
friends of friends can be a very pleasant experience.

So, go ahead, make up your own group and try it. 
But be sure that there are no more than twelve in your 
group as this is the maximum number of guests in 
many of the camps that I include in my preferred list.

Let me know when you are ready and I will be glad 
to assist.

Dr. Les de Villiers
les@theultimatesafari.com 

To preview or order my
book click on the cover
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